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Emilie Losch

Born in 1984 in Abidjan, Ivory Coast ; French nationality
Live and work in Montferrier sur Lez, France

Higher Education
June 2009

DNSEP (Master Degree in Visual Art), with Highest Honors
Specializing in Art and Contemporary Jewellery
ÉSADS Fine Art School (HEAR), Strasbourg, FR

June 2007

DNAP (Bachelor’s Degree in Visual Art), with Highest Honors
Specializing in Art, Design, Object and Contemporary Jewellery
ÉSADS Fine Art School (HEAR), Strasbourg, FR

June 2005

DNAP (Bachelor’s Degree in Visual Art), with Highest Honors
Specializing in painting, sculpture, photography
ÉSBAMA Fine Art School, Montpellier, FR

Website : www.emilielosch.com

Personal exhibitions
June - July 2016
Dec 2014

Systèmes modulaires, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie, FR
Supervues 08, invited by the CRAC LR, Burrhus Hostel, Vaison la Romaine, FR

Collective exhibitions (selection)
June 2017
Feb - April 2017
Oct ober 2016
May - June 2015
February 2015
Nov 14 - Jan 15
December 2014
May 2014
October 2013
September 2013
September 2013
May 2013
March 2011
June 2009
May 2009
March 2009
March 2008
May 2004

Watergame #5, Pavillon de Vendôme, Aix-en-Provence, FR
Ils dessinent tous, CAC Contemporary Art Center, Saint Restitut, FR
Détours, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie, FR
Confluence/France, Sarasota Art Center, Florida, USA
Avoir les yeux aux bout des doigts, L’Oeil Contemporary Art Center, Le Pompidou, FR
NTJ : Confrontations, MMKA Museum of Modern Art, Arnhem, NL
Entre quatre yeux, L’Oeil Contemporary Art Center, Le Pompidou, FR
La Meute, Entre Chien & Loup (Between dog and wolf), Old Post stairs, Loupian, FR
Troc’ART du Jeu, 12 bd du Jeu de Paume, Montpellier, FR
G. Samidoust & E. Losch, Saint Ravy Art gallery, Montpellier, FR
Parade(s), CNAP Palais Royal (Royal Palace), Valois Gallery, Paris, FR
Des îles et des hommes, Seaquarium, Grau du roi, FR
Tier Parade, Munich French Institute, Salon bleu (Blue room), Munich, DE
Diplômes 2009, ÉSAD, Strasbourg, FR
Mis à l’oeuvre, Museums Night, L’Oeuvre N-D Museum, Strasbourg, FR
Show Room, La Chaufferie, ÉSADS (HEAR) gallery, Strasbourg, FR
Benda Bilili, La Chaufferie, ÉSADS (HEAR) gallery, Strasbourg, FR
Cities & Scapes, ÉSBAMA gallery, Montpellier, FR

Artistic Residencies
2018 (to come)
Summer 2016
Autumn 2015
Aug - Sept 2013

Residency in school environment, Joliot Curie high school, Sète, FR
Residency for research & creation, Maison de la Tour / Le Cube, Valaurie, FR
Residency for production, Artelineha, Congénies, FR
Residency for experimentation, Living Room, Saint Ravy Art gallery, Montpellier, FR

Grants & Contests
2014
2014
2014

Bourse d’aide à la création (grant for art creation), Languedoc-Roussillon Region, FR
NTJ : Confrontations, NL (contemporary jewellery international contest)
Jeunes Créateurs, Ateliers d’Arts de France, FR (artistic professions national contest)

Publications
2014
2010
2009

Confluence : France, exhibition catalog, Sarasota Art Center
Mis à L’œuvre, exhibition catalog, ESADS publishing
Catalogue des diplômes, ESADS publishing

Press
2015
2014

L’art dans l’aiR (January)
OFFSHORE #36 (October), Atelier d’Art n˙113 (September)

Others
May - June 2017
Jan - April 2017
December 2016
Nov - Dec 2016
February 2016
2015 - 2016
2015 - 2017
Nov - Dec 2014
Jan - March 2015
2013 - 2015
Nov - Dec 2014
July 2014
May 2014

Art workshop leader, FRAC (Contemporary Art Fund), Montpellier, FR
Art workshop leader (Territorial Education Action), Marie Curie high school, Pignan, FR
Art workshop leader, La Panacée (center of contemporary culture), Montpellier, FR
Art workshop leader, ESSOR (neighbourhood association), Montpellier, FR
Art workshop leader, MRAC LR (Museum of Contemporary Art), Sérignan, FR
Art workshop leader (TAP), primary schools, Montpellier, FR
Member of the exhibitions setup team, MRAC LR, Sérignan, FR
Cadeaux d’artistes #7, selling exhibition, Aldébaran art & residencies gallery, Castries, FR
Art workshop leader, ESSOR (neighbourhood association), Montpellier, FR
Cultural mediator on various exhibitions, CRAC LR (Contemporary Art Center), Sète, FR
Cadeaux d’artistes #6, selling exhibition, Aldébaran art & residencies gallery, Castries, FR
Jury’s member for the Concours 2014 Ateliers d’Art de France Région LR
Trainee on Pierre Ardouvin personal exhibition, CRAC LR (Contemporary Art Center), Sète, FR

Travels
Europa : Romania (to come), Espagna, Italy, Greece, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Netherland, United
kingdom, Irelande. Americas : USA, Canada. Africa : Ivory Coast, Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal, Reunion.
Asia/Oceania : Japan, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, Australia, Bali (Indonesia).

PORTFOLIO
STATEMENT
After a first course at Montpellier fine art school where I practiced painting and photography,
I joined another one in Strasbourg where I learned several techniques related to object and
sculpture. My interdisciplinary and skilful training allows me today to turn raw materials
into projects in between art, architecture and design.
What is behind my work is the construction notion, how things work, harmonize, grow
and exist. In this way I am interested in humans production (town planning, cartography,
architecture, objects, machines...) as well as nature creations (skeletal structures, atoms,
cosmos, plants, minerals...). I also take an interest in sciences (geology, biology, astronomy...)
and mathematics (geometry, volumes, fractals...) for their aesthetics potential and the key
role they play in our understanding of the world.
Using observations and plastic interpretations, I try to develop connections between
micro and macro, unique and multiple. I make hybridizations between a priori separated
fields in order to create a sensitive universe which from time to time invites to the touch.
From plane to volume, models to installations, my work attempts to give a different
perception of the surrounding space.

Cabinet de curiosités, 2014-2016
(Cabinet of curiosities)
Upgradeable installation
Various objects, racks in oak wood
Variable dimensions

Cabinet de curiosités is an upgradeable installation, a collection in process which gathers a
series of particular objects. Some can be carried, others are models, others are both at the
same time. All refer to architecture, mathematics and geometry.
The installation invites us to get closer, to take the time to observe in detail this universe
of forms and volumes which play with the scales of reading, all while inserting us in a close
relation to the object.

Above :
Stackable compartments of the Cabinet de Curiosités collection case
Raw oak wood, polythene foam - fulfilment in 2015
Opposite : Cabinet de curiosités, 2014
Installation view and details,
Supervues, Burrhus Hostel, room n˙1, Vaison la Romaine (France), December 2014

Maison(s), 2013
(House(s))
Adjustable installation
Concrete reinforcing bars
Little house : 75 x 120 cm (bar’s diameter : 0,6 cm)
Medium house : 94 x 148 cm (bar’s diameter : 1 cm)
Tall house : 115 x 186 cm (bar’s diameter : cm)
2013 LIVING ROOM production

This adjustable sculpture shows the shape of the house in its simplest representation,
most elementary and universal.
The size and the perimeter of the taller house are determined by the length of concrete
reinforcing bars that we can find in the structural works trade, that is to say a 6 meters
length.
Concrete reinforcing bar refers to construction, buiding and roof over your head, but
also to the construction of the interiority, your own personnality, your affect. The nested
composition suggests also the growth, the enlarging, the extension and the mise en abyme.
The taller house is large enough so that the visitor of any age can mentally project himself
inside, but he obviously cannot live in. This sculpture questions the scale of things. If our
body allows us to measure the space, what would occurs if it is larger than the architecture
intended to shelter it?

Above and opposite : Maison(s), 2013
Installation views, Saint Ravy gallery, Montpellier (France), September 2013.

Sphinx, 2015
Wall-sculpture made of tridimentional rep-tiles
64 raw sandstone bricks
184 x 113 x 11 cm
2015 Artelinea artists residencies production

The Sphinx project is an hybrid project, in between sculpture and architecture. It is also
about performance. Not only at the begining with the bricks realization - the use of the
mould is quite a physical work - but also at the time of the actual installation, which is
a brain-teaser - the installation requires a plan. The more the sculpture rises, the more
the arrangement becomes complicated and unstable. The assembly of the wall requires a
permanent adaptation of the gesture to find the right balance.
The concept of performance also comes immediately to mind when we think of the
Sphinx, the famous mythology mid-woman mid-animal fantastic creature, which is above
all known to be, located in Egypt, the greatest monolithic sculpture of the world.
From the Giza’s Sphinx to the verticality of contemporary cities, the human performance
calls by turns upon the artisanal and mechanical exploit, the mathematics and physics
laws and the power of shared esthetics and dreams.
Definition of a rep-tile :
A rep-tile is a polygon which has the property to be able to form by duplication a larger version
of its initial form. The 2015 Sphinx project is built of 64 bricks, but it still has an enlarging
potential. A larger version of the project would be built of 256 bricks and would be 368 cm
long by 226 cm tall.

Above : steel mold used to make the Sphinx briks
Opposite : different stages of the Shinx construction, Montpellier (France), December 2015 ;
exhibition view, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie (France), July 2016.

Dédales, 2016
(Labyrinths)*
* in French the word Dédale means labyrinth but also alludes to Daedalus
Installation for 20 anipolis
Black sandstone
Variable dimensions
2014 Espace o25rjj production
Anipolis are modules whose name was obtained by the contraction of the words animal and polymorphous.
Imagined from a detail of a photograph I took on a building site in 2006, Anipoli became for me the creature
of changing spaces. Its hybrid form calls in the stories and allows the merge of a priori distant geographical
and mental territories.
Dédales is a new installation for Anipolis. Materialized in group for the first time in 2014 for the event Between
dog and wolf, the 20 Anipolis were presented like a small herd, an at the same time timid and intrepid troop
which wanted to leave the shade towards the light.
Here in the 2016 proposition, Anipolis lose their individuality to become industrial type modules, being part
of a larger autonomous form, evoking in turn pipes and labyrinths, chains and snakes.

Above and opposite : Dédales, 2014
Installation views, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie (France), July 2016.

Sculpture fractale, 2016
(Fractal Sculpture)
Adjustable sculpture
Copper tubes (diameters : 16,4 cm, 17,2 cm and 18 cm)
Steel chain lenght 14 m
Dimensions when shut : 135 x 155 cm
2014 Languedoc-Roussillon Region (France) grant for art creation
Partnership with VMS (boilermaking factory) as part of the 2016 Maison de la Tour art residency

The Sculpture Fractale is a nested structure, which is inspired by fractals principles and
chaotic systems studies.
When the sculpture is closed, its form represents at first sight an hexagon, a simple
geometrical mathematical object. However, a second reading reveals that this one is in fact
made up of 6 distinct parts. When the sculpture “opens”, other tubes of lower diameters
slide which, while being spread, break the perfect form. Then, only a chain establishes
the link between the scattered pieces and points out the first order. While directing the
glance of the spectator, the chain allows him to question his habitual points of reference
and confront himself differently to the built space.
The copper matter and the telescopic deployment of the sculpture refer to the vision
devices which allow a diving in the matter (microscope) or a distances emancipation
(telescope). The Sculpture Fractale evokes the concept of infinite in a finite space. It speaks
about a “fractal vision” of the world which reveals the recurrence of certain forms on all
scales, as well as the presence of a discrete mathematical organization in an apparent
chaos.

Above : Objet fractal, 2013
«Shut» mode view and «opened» mode view
Expandable object made of 24 modules, scale model for the Sculpture fractale
Copper tubes (diameters 0,8 cm, 1 cm and 1,2 cm), copper chain lenght 90 cm
Dimensions when shut : 8,7 x 9,7 cm
Opposite : Sculpture fractale, 2016

Phantasía # 1, 2016
Phantasía # 2, 2017
Drawings
Ballpoint pen on 100 g architect paper
80 x 170 cm each
Phantasía #1 and Phantasía #2 are architectural madnesses. They are hybrid and impossible
worlds which invite to get lost in the composition twists and turns. The light print medium is
still roll up and simply hanged with magnets at the four ends. It evokes like this a transitional
and floating space-time, a kind of fragile apparition (phantasía in Greec). The human size
format and the lack of glass allow the viewer to be immersed straight in the drawing. From
the panoramic point of view, horizontal or vertical, that allow the understanding of the global
shape, it is possible to get closer and discover a multiplicity of details.
Inspired by urban utopias and naturalist plates, the landscapes set down on paper merge and
represent at a same scale different physics states. The organic can be that way an extension of
the inert while buildings and diatoms can coexist in the same plane.
Following MC Escher optical illusions, the layouts defy logic and tangible realities. The visual
trouble is accentuated by some deliberately incoherent shades and lights, repetitive patterns
and engraving-style lines. Nods to art history emerge here and there with mathematical
objects extracted from famous works, from Albrecht Dürer to Léonard de Vinci, passing by MC
Escher again. Some informed viewers will find fractals and real mineral and organic molecular
structures among invented shapes. Phantasía’s universe can also identify with a more popular
art connection, the one we can find in the retro-futuristic graphic novels of Moebius and
Jodorowsky or Peeters et Schuiten’s Fever of Urbicande.

Above : Phantasía #1 and Phantasía #2, exhibition view, CAC Saint Restitut (France), February 2017
Opposite top to bottom : Phantasía #1 and Phantasía #2, details

Courbes #2, 2016
(Curves #2)
Installation, spatial drawing
Iron wire
Variable dimensions

Made in one wire, Courbes is a plastic interpretation of the Koch snowflake, one of the first
described fractals. From one end to another, the pattern becomes more complex, refining
more and more until it stops to the physical limits of the material used but letting it
continue its way, suggesting an infinite potential. The installation invites us to meditate on
the presence of discrete mathematics in the world which surrounds us.
In suspension in space, Courbe defies the lines, the 2D and the 3D and redraws the space
perspective and dynamic while opening on an out of range. The installation engages in
a kind of dialectical walk of glance and thought. It can be understood as an attempt to
comprehend the various frequencies and “listening waves” of the reality, as well as its
paradoxes and ambiguities.

Above left : Courbes, 2014, Burrhus Hostel, Vaison la Romaine (France), December 2014
Above right and opposite : Courbes, 2016, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie (France), July 2016

Vena Mundi, 2016
Wall sculpture
ABS 3D print
80 x 190 x 4,7 cm
Partnership with Novarc as part of the 2016 Maison de la Tour art residency

Vena Mundi - Vein of the World in Latin - is a direct reference to the mythological symbol of
the Axis Mundi, the Axis of the World which establishes the link between Earth and Cosmos.
Vena Mundi for its part evokes an horizontal axis, following the layout of the world’s longest
river : the mythical Nile and its affluents.
Hung to the wall, the sculpture tips over axes. It plays with the usual cartographic reading,
reversing North and South to scramble the landmarks and to revisit the idea that the source
of a river is upstream of its mouth.
Isolated from its geographical context, it exceeds its condition of river network to become a
set of veins and organs, a vegetable organism as well it reminds us the fractal figures. Its relief
and matter evoke also the walls of canyons or the draperies we can find in caves, formed by
thousand years of karstic erosion and the drops of water carving limestone thanks to subtle
and delicate underground chemistry.

Vena Mundi, 2016
Above and opposite : installation views, Maison de la Tour, Valaurie (France), October 2016

Expansion, Contraction, 2013
Animated movie, 33 seconds on a loop
Link : https://vimeo.com/87770013

The Expansion, Contraction animated movie has been created from the Expansion drawing which
represents an imaginary city view from the air, with its parcels and its empty spaces.
This city doesn’t follow any traditionnal spatial organization logic other than a concentric
growth. The sprawling extension, produced by an automatic drawing practice, fills the paper
space to its edges and suggests an off-screen.
The movie shows a different process. Step by step, again and again, the shape increases in
size to the limits then contracts, turning back into a simple cell. Depending on the adopted
point of view, the looped animation transforms the city into something else, something
that could be a living entity. From the aerial view out of body and architecture, a zoom
inside matter becomes possible.
The city’s circulation links, marked by winding empty spaces, can turn into rhisoms and
labyrinthine channels, making us think of roots and veins, solid and liquid at the same time.
The appearing and desappearing city’s plots can also remind us of cell division process
and organic growth. Showing us infinite expansions and contractions, this work refers by
turns to cardiac beats and cosmic blasts, placing the drawing into a floating space and
giving it its own breathing motion ability.

Above : Expansion, 2013 (detail)
Drawing, ballpoint pen on 100 g architect paper, 55 x 73 cm ; LIVING ROOM production
Opposite : Expansion, Contraction, 2013
Expansion and contraction phases extracted from the animated movie (8 screenshots)

Tangram, 2013
Adjustable sculpture
34 steel modules (sheet metal thickness : 2 mm)
Variable dimensions

The tangram or “seven boards of skill” is a Chinese dissection puzzle consisting of seven flat
shapes, called tans, which are put together to form shapes. The objective of the puzzle is to
form a specific shape (given only an outline or silhouette) using all seven pieces. More general
dissections and different forms can also be called tangrams.
The sculpture Tangram is an in situ project made of 34 parts whose geometrical forms are
obtained by the dissection of the Montpellier Saint Ravy gallery’s plan, according to the ceiling
ribbed vault axes.
Showing the interstices between its fragments, the project invites us to play with the
architecture of the place by using its slopes or its walls, or by moving endlessly the different
parts. The plan becomes distorted and the space is rebuilt according to our own creativity,
making of Tangram’s sculpture a moving and participative installation.

Above left : Saint Ravy gallery’s plan
Above right : former Tangram installation, Galerie St Ravy, Montpellier (France), September 2013
Opposite : installations made by the public , Maison de la Tour, Valaurie (France), July 2016
and Saint Ravy gallery, Montpellier, September 2013

Origamis, 2013
Installation
80 Saint Ravy gallery’s foldings, copper (sheet thickness : 0,16 mm)
Double glazing, 100 x 120 cm, black adhesive tape, metal trestles
2013 LIVING ROOM production
In situ project, inspired the Montpellier Saint Ravy gallery’s plan.
Compressing on the same plan the ground’s surface and the ceiling’s details, this plan was
became favourable to an imagination slide. Evoking the architect bench, the installation
seems to be delicate, “levitating” on an intermediary level.
Becoming light, the plan frees itself from its architectural reality. The metal sheet’s fragility
contrasts with the permanency and stability of the centenary stone. The projected shades
on wall and ground take part in the creation of an additional dream dimension, inviting
us to contemplation and meditation.
All eight lines of the ten progressive foldings is only a part of what is possible with the
origami work. From 2D to 3D, foldings are thus as many variations of the same space whose
volume would be twisted and endlessly transformed.

Above : installation details
Opposite : installation view, Galerie St Ravy, Montpellier (France), September 2013

Micro-Archi : Solides, 2014
(Micro-Archi : Solids)
Digital photograph
Barité printing, 45 x 60 cm

Les 5 Solides de Platon, 2014
(The 5 Platonic solids)
Objects to manipulate
Copper polyhedrons, silver links, oack shelf 25 x 55 cm
In Euclidean geometry, the convex regular polygons are of infinite number. On the other hand,
only five convex regular polyhedrons exist : the 5 Platonic solids. They are a subject of study for
the geometricians because of their aesthetic and symmetries. Their name was given in honour
of the Greek philosopher Plato whose theory associated four of the physical Elements with
four convex regular solids.
The 5 modules of this kit represent a tetrahedron, an octahedron, a cube, an icosahedron and a
dodecahedron. The set is completed by 4 “clipables” junction links which allow to form a lot of
different structures and flexible architectures, remembering us of the molecular organizations
and mineral formations.

Above : Les 5 Solides de Platon, other assembly of the 5 polyhedrons
Opposite : Micro-Archi : Solides and Les 5 Solides de Platon, installation view, Maison de
la Tour, Valaurie (France), July 2016

Observatoire, 2014
(Observatory)
Installation for a micro-architecture
Brass, painted wood
Platform : 0,4 x 3,3 x 30 cm (hang to the wall at a height of 1,55 cm)
Micro-architecture : H. 7,8 cm, weight : 39,1 g

Made of a tiny architecture installed at the end of a platform - itself fixed on the wallat a height
of glance - the Observatoire installation is ambiguous and offers various degrees of reading.
The micro-architecture is made of four piled up modules which all develop a different volume
from the same plan, which is in fact the one of a house.
Observatoire is a construction on three floors with a roof, where each module supports the
others but is potentially interchangeable. The stacking precariousness is accentuated by its in
equilibrium position at the end of the platform. This position at the edge of the abyss gives to
the architecture a temporary style aspect, in the range of observation’s hut.
What can we see of this construction placed at height of glance ? We are forced to get closer to
discover its details, we finds ourselves in a position to observe an architecture, itself in position
of observation.

Above : Élévations, 2009
Miniature architectures
Brass, L 2.5 x 3.3 cm, H 1.3 to 2 cm, weight : 12.1, 8.3, 7 and 11.7 g
Opposite : Observatoire, 2014
Installation view (close view)

Trames, 2009-2013
(Threads)
Digital photographs (diptych), Philadelphia, New-York, USA.
Fine Art 308 gr printings
30 x 40 cm each
2013 LIVING ROOM production

The look is disturbed and wonders what is represented.
Intervals and minimalist lines form a pattern on the surface like that on a music score.
These pictures are extracted from a collection of facades patterns started in 2009 and
explore the idea of the generic city, developped by Rem Koolhaas.
In between photography and painting, architectural facade and textile sample, paper
and object, 2D and 3D, they open up new perspectives and several possible readings.

Above : Trames, 2009 - 2015
Digital photographs, variable dimensions
Extracts from the «Villes génériques»* collection, *(Generic cities)
Opposite : Trames, 2013
Installation view, Saint Ravy gallery, Montpellier (France), September 2013

Hélicoïde, 2009
(Helicoid)
Digital photograph
Treasure Island, USA
Barité printing mounted
on Dibond
60 x 84 cm
2013 LIVING ROOM
production

By horizontal symmetry,
the shadow of the stairs
on the concrete silo
produces an helicoid.
Half real, half immaterial,
the shape evokes the
DNA double helix and
invites us to plunge in the
matter.
Unbounded on its top
and its bottom, the helix
seems to be prolonged
in the two vertical
extremes and opens at
the same time towards
the infinitely big and the
infinitely small, in a return
trip of scale.

www.emilielosch.com

